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Islands of Personality and Trains of Thought
 www.edutopia.org /blog/islands-of-personality-trains-of-thought-lori-desautels
In the film Inside Out, 11-year-old Riley holds several islands of personality in her brain. These islands
were created from her past core memories, experiences, interests, and passions. Positive and negative core
memories create these islands that make up our personality or sense of self. Riley's included Family Island,
Friendship Island, Soccer Island, and Goofball Island. Our brains form islands of personality (or, for the purposes of
this discussion, islands of self) because of our interests, relationships, experiences, and how others in our lives
have affirmed, supported, or possibly weakened our thoughts about who we are and our ever-developing life
purposes. How can educators assist in building upon, repairing, and strengthening our students' islands of self?
When we take a few minutes to authentically share and reflect with our students, we cultivate a connection that
sustains us through the difficult moments within our classrooms.
Validation is an effective brain-aligned strategy that tells a student, "I hear you and I understand." Validating a child's
or adolescent's feelings helps the student to "feel felt," which is integral to every student's emotional, social, and
cognitive development. As I began delving into this activity, I interviewed several students age 7-17. Below are
examples of their islands of self. Not only did they share the names of their islands, they also explained why and how
these islands developed. The students loved this type of reflection, giving me a snapshot into their worlds of beliefs,
private logic, and sense of self.
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1. People Island
2. Laughing Island
3. Scary Island
4. Animal Island
5. Intellectual Island
6. Dancing Island
7. Spiritual Island
8. Not Good Enough Island
9. Island of the Arts
Strategies to Develop Islands of Self
1. Ask students to identify and share their islands of self. As educators, we begin to model this activity by explaining
to students that our islands are always changing based on our interests, passions, affirmations, experiences,
relationships, and perceptions. Change is life, and much like real islands, our islands can grow healthier or diminish
and weaken.
2. Create and display islands of self at the beginning of the year, explaining that these could change based on our
experiences. This is a fabulous strategy for gathering perceptual data. The more that students know about
themselves, the stronger learners they are. Self-reflection and self-observation are the building blocks for cognitive
and academic growth.
Creating islands of self is an activity for all ages and grade levels as students begin to see analogies, contrast,
differences, and similarities in and out of school. How many of our students would have an island of mistrust or an
island of a broken heart?
3. Create a Future Island and encourage students to imagine, innovate, and begin planning what social and
emotional topography will be a part of this island.
4. These islands could be integrated into language arts and history curricula, and of course into personal narratives.
Consider teaching a history, biology and geography lesson looking at changes in people, landforms, and our bodies,
and how the environment and cultural shifts create and modify new islands of self.
5. Islands of self could be compared to building mathematical operations and algorithms.
6. Islands of self could assist in developing a thesis and the foundations for nonfiction writing, science research, and
the development of a hypothesis.
Train of Thought
In Inside Out, we watched Riley's train of thought run through her mind during the days and stop or slow down
when she was sleeping. We know that the brain never stops working unless we are dead, and as my fourth-grade
students suggested last week, maybe our trains take other routes when we are sleeping, and quite possibly our
subconscious thought processes are the engineers. We saw fear take over Riley's train of thought on her first day of
school, followed by anger and sadness. Her changing feelings were distracting headquarters (the prefrontal cortex)
in her brain and therefore her train of thought was derailed a few times. Students love to learn about their own
neurobiology and when they understand what distracts or derails their train of thought in the frontal lobes, they can
implement strategies to help them pay attention and focus.
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Paying attention and being focused are prerequisites to sustainable learning. Sustained attention and working
memory are executive functions that are not fully developed until early adulthood. If a child or adolescent has
experienced some form of daily ambient trauma, these executive functions can be underdeveloped or stagnant. We
know that emotions drive attention, and that many of our students walk into our classrooms in a hyper-vigilant brain
state, constantly scanning the environment for feelings of safety and familiarity. Brain architecture is intimately
affected when an individual is experiencing chronic levels of stress. In a stress response state, the neural circuitry is
forming synapses in the limbic system, leaving the frontal lobes with very little oxygenated and glucose-rich blood.
For many students, what looks like inattentiveness or lack of focus is quite the opposite. They are paying close
attention to the perceived threats in their environments.
Questions for Students
1. When does your train of thought run smoothly with few stops?
2. When does your train of thought struggle? Why?
3. What can I do in the classroom to help your train run with great speed and accuracy?
4. What can you do to help your train of thought stay on the tracks and reach its destination?
Strategies
1. For younger students, it is important to have a tangible train of thought in the classroom. This could be a
larger model of chairs and cardboard boxes, or students could build individual models of trains. Images of
trains posted in an Attention and Focus corner could help to prime the brain for focus and remembering.
2. For older students, creating an analogy or visualization of the train of thought could support goal setting and
planning. Where is your train heading right now? Is this where you want to go? What are two changes in
planning this journey that you could make today?
3. Teaching students about their neuroanatomy is empowering, as well as the foundation of learning and
connection.
4. Teaching students how to calm their minds through breath and movement will help them focus attention and
become better learners. You can read more about this mindful approach in:
What other ways might you help students visualize their identity and how it shapes their cognitive processes?
Educational Neuroscience Curriculum From "Inside Out"
Inspired by the 2015 film "Inside Out," Lori Desautels integrates educational neuroscience strategies into the
classroom.
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